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Abstract

The present investigation provides the first systematic empirical tests for the role of politics in
academic research. In a large sample of scientific abstracts from the field of social psychology, we
find both evaluative differences, such that conservatives are described more negatively than liberals,
and explanatory differences, such that conservatism is more likely to be the focus of explanation than
liberalism. In light of the ongoing debate about politicized science, a forecasting survey permitted
scientists to state a priori empirical predictions about the results, and then change their beliefs in
light of the evidence. Participating scientists accurately predicted the direction of both the evaluative
and explanatory differences, but at the same time significantly overestimated both effect sizes.
Scientists also updated their broader beliefs about political bias in response to the empirical results,
providing a model for addressing divisive scientific controversies across fields.
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He who knows only his side of the case, knows little of that.
-- John Stuart Mill, On Liberty
Are scientific investigations of politically charged topics affected by the values of the
scientists themselves? This question has been the subject of considerable debate in the social
sciences, including psychology, for quite some time (Duarte et al., 2015; Eagly, 2014; Haidt, 2011;
Redding, 2001; Tetlock, 1994). However, the empirical evidence that can be brought to bear on the
issue is mainly indirect.
Scientists, including psychological scientists, overwhelmingly fall on the socially liberal end
of the liberal-conservative dimension (Cardiff & Klein, 2005; Gross & Simmons, 2006; Inbar &
Lammers, 2012; Klein & Stern, 2005; McClintock, Spaulding, & Turner, 1965; Rothman & Lichter,
2008). This does not necessarily mean that scientists engage in motivated reasoning (Ditto & Lopez,
1992; Kunda, 1990; Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979; Sherman & Cohen, 2002) when choosing topics
and methodologies, analyzing data, or interpreting research results. However, the political
demographics of academia do present a risk of intellectual homogeneity and consequent ideological
bias. Scientific safeguards designed to guard against error and bias may not attenuate the natural
motivated reasoning shown by all human beings enough to prevent biased research.
Critics have highlighted specific research programs putatively compromised by liberal
politics (al-Gharbi, in press; Arkes & Tetlock, 2004; Sniderman & Tetlock, 1986; Tetlock, 1994;
Tetlock & Mitchell, 2009). However, these charges are typically denied by the original authors (e.g.,
Banaji, Nosek, & Greenwald, 2004; Sears, 1994; Tarman & Sears, 2005) and even if true do not
necessarily show systematic liberal bias throughout any particular academic field. Outside of specific
cases of potentially left-leaning academic research programs, the modal scientific investigation into
politically charged topics may not be slanted toward any particular worldview.
In a survey of social psychologists, Inbar and Lammers (2012) found that many respondents
reported a willingness to discriminate against conservative colleagues in grant and article reviews,
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symposium invitations, and hiring decisions. In addition, conservative social psychologists reported a
work climate more hostile to their political beliefs than their liberal counterparts did. Further
evidence suggests that academic reviewers evaluate findings that conflict with their own political
orientation more negatively (Abramowitz, Gomes, & Abramowitz, 1975). These mechanisms could
indirectly distort the scientific literature by reducing the population of conservative scientists or
making it more difficult to carry out, publish, and disseminate research with results that challenge
liberal political beliefs. Yet it remains unclear whether the output of the scientific process— the
research itself— is affected by liberal values, and if so to what extent.
The present investigation leveraged a large sample of scientific abstracts from the field of
social psychology to carry out empirical tests for two distinct effects of researcher politics. In Studies
1a and 1b, relying on thousands of independent raters with a wide range of political beliefs, we
assess whether conservatives and conservative ideas are systematically characterized more
negatively than liberals and liberal ideas. Of course, such evaluative differences do not necessarily
reflect bias on the part of the scientists, since conservatism could be associated with objectively more
negative characteristics than liberalism. Perhaps it is the case, as comedian Rob Corddry once joked,
that “The facts have a well-known liberal bias” (Krugman, 2014). However, capturing differences in
evaluation represents a necessary first step to establishing a political slant to psychological sciences.
In Studies 1a and 1b, we also test for a subtler effect in terms of what ideological positions
are implicitly regarded as normative and non-normative. Prior research shows that groups implicitly
seen as deviant from the norm are more likely to be the focus of explanation (Miller, Taylor, &
Buck, 1991). For instance, gender differences tend to be explained in terms of women, not men
(Miller et al., 1991), and differences in behavior between heterosexuals and homosexuals in terms of
the deviance of homosexuals (Hegarty & Pratto, 2001). We therefore tested for explanatory
differences— whether conservatives and conservative ideas are the targets of explanation more so
than liberals and liberal ideas (Brandt & Spälti, 2018). Although by no means an exhaustive test of
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all the ways in which political values may play a role in the scientific process (Brandt & Proulx,
2015; Brandt & Spälti, 2018; Jussim, Crawford, Anglin, Stevens, & Duarte, 2016), these represent
meaningful initial tests. In the General Discussion, we outline additional lines of inquiry regarding
political bias in science that might be pursued in future investigations.
It is possible that politicized research is largely in the eye of the beholder, with conservative
readers of scientific work perceiving a liberal bias not seen by liberal readers. This would be
analogous to the well-known hostile media bias, in which opposing camps on a controversial issue
both perceive neutral media reports as slanted in favor of the other side (Vallone, Ross, & Lepper,
1985). We therefore carefully took into account the political attitudes of those evaluating the
scientific work for bias.
Both political and scientific debates can prove intractable, in part because contrary evidence
can be discounted using post hoc motivated reasoning (Kuhn, 1962; Lakatos, 1970; Tetlock, 2005).
One innovative means to render strongly held beliefs vulnerable to disproof is to use a forecasting
survey to elicit prior beliefs (Dreber et al., 2015; Tetlock, Mellers, Rohrbaugh, & Chen, 2014;
Wolfers & Zitzewitz, 2004). Parties to a debate are asked to make a priori predictions about future
events and once the objective outcomes are revealed, those involved have the opportunity to update
their beliefs (or not) in light of the new evidence. Although forecasting surveys have been used to
predict future geopolitical events (Tetlock, 2005; Tetlock & Mellers, 2014), to our knowledge they
have not previously been leveraged to address a scientific controversy. In Study 2, scholars with a
range of positions on the role of politics in science were asked to make a priori predictions regarding
the extent to which evaluative differences and explanatory differences would be found in the
research reports. These same scientists were subsequently presented with the obtained effect sizes
and provided the opportunity to update their positions on both the specific empirical questions at
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hand and broader controversy regarding the role played by scientists’ political values in their
research.
In the spirit of open science, and to reduce any bias on our part as much as possible (e.g., the
“bias to find bias”; Krueger & Funder, 2004), the analyses for the project were pre-registered
(Wagenmakers, Wetzels, Borsboom, van der Maas, & Kievit, 2012; van't Veer & Giner-Sorolla,
2016) and the data publicly posted online (Simonsohn, 2013; Wicherts & Bakker, 2012) to facilitate
re-analyses and open debate and discussion, see https://osf.io/zhf98/, https://osf.io/vtyg4/, and
https://osf.io/jh47m/. The complete study materials are further provided in Supplements 1, 2, and 3,
and deviations from the pre-analysis plan described in Supplement 4.
Studies 1a and 1b
The primary goal of these investigations was to empirically estimate evaluative and
explanatory differences with regards to conservatism and liberalism in abstracts from scientific
research reports. Politically relevant conference abstracts were selected first using keywords (e.g.,
liberal, conservative), and then rated for political relevance by a large crowd of independent coders
(Study 1a). Abstracts that touched on clearly political topics were then systematically assessed for
evaluative and explanatory differences by thousands of independent raters who themselves varied
greatly in their political values (Study 1b). This approach allowed us to parse the extent to which the
political overtones of scientific research appear to be attributable to the report itself (i.e., the abstract
is consistently rated as casting conservatives in a negative light, regardless of who is doing the
rating) as opposed to in the eye of the beholder (e.g., conservatives see the research report as biased
against their group, whereas liberals perceive it as evenhanded).
Study 1a: Methods
Initial selection of abstracts
To carry out the project, we took advantage of the fact that the programs for the Society for
Personality and Social Psychology (SPSP) annual conference (one of the main academic conferences
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in social psychology) are available online dating from the 2003 meeting. We collected programs for
10 years (2003-2013) and searched the listed abstracts (which could describe either poster
presentations or talks) for the search terms liberal, conservative, democrat, republican, politics,
political, conservatism, and liberalism to cull a subset of the abstracts that might reflect research
investigations examining the psychology of political beliefs and behavior. This process led to the
initial selection of 846 abstracts. We deliberately chose a broad set of search terms to avoid missing
any potentially relevant abstracts. This meant that some abstracts matching these terms might not be
politically relevant, since terms like “conservative” are also used in non-political contexts (e.g., "a
conservative test of the hypothesis").
Participants
We then recruited 934 U.S. based workers from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to rate each
abstract for its political relevance on a simple dichotomous scale (Brown & Allison, 2014)
(Supplement 1). We chose to use Mechanical Turk workers because they are more demographically
diverse than typical undergraduate samples (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Paolacci,
Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010; Paolacci & Chandler, 2014). Overall, raters were 51% female. They
were slightly left of center, as indicated by means below the scale midpoint of 4 (1 = very liberal, 4
= moderate, 7 = very conservative) for overall political orientation (M = 3.52, SD = 1.78), social
issues (M = 3.07, SD = 1.78), economic issues (M = 3.77, SD = 1.83), as well as a mean below the
scale midpoint of 3.5 (1= strongly support Democrats, 6 = strongly support Republicans) for
political party preference (M = 2.92, SD = 1.59).
Materials and Design
Raters were asked: “Is the research about how political liberals and conservatives think, about
differences between political liberals and conservatives, about differences in opinion on a political
issue about which liberals and conservatives typically have different opinions, or about voting or
other political behavior?” (Yes/No). Each abstract was rated by an average of 25.1 raters, with a
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range of 18 to 56 raters per abstract. Raters reported demographic information including their gender,
political orientation overall and separately for social and economic issues, and political party
preference.
Results & Discussion
Only abstracts rated as politically relevant by at least 60% of respondents (N = 306) were
retained for further analysis. We pre-registered this cutoff for political relevance ratings because we
believed that it maximized our sample size of abstracts, and therefore the statistical power of our
analyses, while not including any non-relevant abstracts. Examining the abstracts that barely met the
60% cut-off showed that they were clearly relevant to politics. The four abstracts that were coded as
politically-relevant by 60.0-60.9% of raters were titled: “Dehumanizing the poor: Attitudes and
implications” (the abstract further indicates the reported “effect is strongest in those participants
from high-income backgrounds who are self-reported conservatives”), “Ideology, method, and the
seemingly intractable conflict between personality and social psychological worldviews” (contrasts
ideologies “linked to conservatism, right-wing authoritarianism...” and those that are “intrinsically
liberal”), “Intolerance of intolerance: The limits of liberal worldviews,” and “Laypeople’s perceived
political orientation of psychologists moderate their judgments of psychologist’s responsibility
attribution to wrongdoers.” As robustness checks, we repeated our primary analyses below (see
Study 1b) with alternative cutoffs of 70%, 80%, and 90% for relevance ratings.
For the most part rater ideology did not affect how likely raters were to classify abstracts as
politically relevant (ps > .15 for overall orientation, economic issues, and party preference in
separate models). The sole exception was ideology on social issues, where greater conservatism was
associated with a higher likelihood of rating abstracts as politically relevant, OR = 1.03, 95% CI
[1.01, 1.05], Z = 2.72, p = .007. It is relevant to note that this result was in a model with social
ideology as the only predictor.
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Study 1b: Methods
Participants
In Study 1b, each of the final set of 306 politically relevant abstracts from Study 1a was
separately assessed for evaluative differences and explanatory differences by two independent
groups of U.S. based Mechanical Turk raters (total raters = 2,560; see Supplement 2). On average,
raters placed themselves somewhat to the liberal side of the scale midpoint of 4 (1 = very liberal, 4 =
moderate, 7 = very conservative): overall M = 3.59, SD = 1.76; social M = 3.10, SD = 1.82;
economic M = 3.88, SD = 1.79. Forty-nine percent were male and 51% female. Their average yearly
income was $55,000 (SD = $49,000); 96% were born in the United States and 4% in other countries.
Materials and Design
Two thousand four hundred raters assessed 20 abstracts each and 160 raters assessed 6
abstracts each (these were the remaining 6 abstracts after dividing 300 by 20). Thus, 48,960 ratings
[(2,400 x 20) + (160 x 6)] were recorded in all. Titles and abstracts for papers were presented without
information about authors and publication year. To assess explanatory differences, raters were asked
“To what extent does this research attempt to explain political liberalism or liberal ideas?” and “To
what extent does this research attempt to explain political conservatism or conservative ideas?” (1 =
not at all, 7 = a great deal). To assess evaluative differences, items asked “How does this research
characterize political liberals or liberal ideas?” and “How does this research characterize political
conservatives or conservative ideas?” (1 = extremely negatively, 4 = neutral, 7 = extremely
positively). The order in which the conservatism and liberalism items appeared was counterbalanced
between subjects.
This study therefore used a 2 (explanatory differences ratings vs. evaluative differences
ratings) x 2 (order of items: political conservatism ratings first or political liberalism ratings first)
between-subjects design. All abstracts were rated for both evaluative and explanatory differences;
thus raters rather than abstracts were randomly assigned to these conditions. We chose this design for
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three reasons: 1) there were too many abstracts for a single rater to rate all abstracts without fatigue
or boredom (and therefore each rater only saw a subset of abstracts); 2) we did not want to assume
that, for example, research that characterized liberals positively necessarily described conservatives
negatively (and therefore participants were asked to complete conservatism and liberalism ratings on
separate scales); 3) we did not want to suggest to participants that evaluative and explanatory
differences might be related (and therefore any given participant rated either evaluative or
explanatory differences, but not both). Demographics of the raters were further assessed, including
gender, age, education, and place of birth. We also assessed raters’ political orientation overall and
separately for social and economic issues.
Results & Discussion
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis indicated the study had close to 100% power to detect the minimal
effect size of interest with regard to evaluative and explanatory differences, specifically d = .10.
Because the analyses below use cross-classified mixed-effects models, for which power formulas are
not available, we estimated power via Monte Carlo simulation using the “simr” package (version
1.0.3; Green & MacLeod, 2016) in R 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016). This technique starts with a fitted
model. It then repeatedly draws new values for the response variable from a distribution, refits the
model, and tests the statistical significance of the parameter(s) of interest. Note that unlike a power
analysis formula, which can answer a question like “In this design, what size of an effect can I detect
with a power of .8?”, a simulation answers the question “How often (i.e., with what power) can I
detect an effect of size x?” For our power analysis, we chose a minimum effect size of interest: r =
.05, which is equivalent to d = .10. For the pre-registered analyses for overall evaluative and
explanatory differences, and the simple effects of self-rated ideology on perceived evaluative and
explanatory differences, we had essentially 100% power to detect an effect of this size, 95% CI
[99.26, 100] in 500 simulations.
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Evaluative and explanatory differences
We predicted that in scientific abstracts in social psychology, conservatives and conservatism
would be systematically characterized more negatively than liberals and liberalism. Recall that each
abstract was rated by multiple raters, who each rated a different set of abstracts. Furthermore, each
rater assessed each abstract separately for how positively or negatively it characterized liberals and
conservatives. We therefore used the “lme4” package (version 1.1-12; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015) in R 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016) to fit a mixed-effects model with random intercepts
for raters and abstracts and a fixed effect for whether the rating target was liberals or conservatives
(dummy-coded as 1 = liberals, 0 = conservatives). A significantly positive coefficient for the dummy
variable would indicate that, on average, abstracts were seen as characterizing liberals more
positively than conservatives. Indeed, the coefficient was positive and significant, t(45,720) = 37.81,
p < .001 (degrees of freedom are Satterthwaite-approximated). The coefficient point estimate (.38) is
directly interpretable as the average difference (in scale points) in the rated positivity of abstracts
when describing liberals vs. conservatives. Using the formula developed by Lai and Kwok (2014;
Eq. 9), this was a medium-sized effect, with d = .33 (Table 1).
We conducted a parallel analysis for explanatory differences— that is, whether research
attempts to explain conservatives more than liberals. In this case, a significantly negative coefficient
for the dummy variable would indicate that conservatives are targets of explanation more than
liberals. Indeed, the coefficient was negative and significant, t(44,180) = -25.90, p < .001, d =
-.21 (using the equation from Lai & Kwok, 2014). Again, the coefficient point estimate (-.39) is the
average difference (in scale points) in the extent to which abstracts were seen as attempting to
explain liberals vs. conservatives.
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Table 1. Abstract ratings for evaluative and explanatory differences. Difference scores are at the
abstract level (i.e., after averaging liberal/conservative ratings by abstract).

Evaluative rating

Explanatory rating

Liberal

Conservative

Difference

Liberal

Conservative

Difference

Mean

4.17

3.78

0.38

3.74

4.12

-0.39

SD

0.39

0.46

0.70

0.90

0.80

1.19

Min,
Max

3.04,
5.63

2.44,
5.54

-2.50,
2.79

1.77,
6.17

2.15,
5.83

-4.01,
3.35

Note. N = 306.

Table 1 shows abstract-level difference scores for evaluative and explanatory ratings. Eightysix (28%) of the abstracts were rated as describing conservatives more positively than liberals; 220
(72%) were rated as describing liberals more positively than conservatives. One hundred seventy
(56%) of the abstracts were rated as focused more on explaining conservatives; 130 (42%) were
rated as focused more on explaining liberals (six abstracts were rated as explaining both equally).
Figure 1 plots how all abstracts were rated.
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Figure 1. Ratings of how positively abstracts characterize liberals and conservatives (left panel) and
of how much abstracts explain liberals and conservatives (right panel).

Robustness to inclusion criteria
The analyses above relied on our pre-registered inclusion criterion for abstracts, specifically
that 60% or more of pre-test raters indicated that the abstract was politically relevant. As an
exploratory supplementary analysis, we also tested for evaluative and explanatory differences using
three more restrictive criteria: 70% agreement (N = 231 abstracts), 80% agreement (N = 149
abstracts), and 90% agreement (N = 56 abstracts). Under all criteria but the last, results were very
similar to those reported above. Using the 70% criterion, for evaluative differences d = .33; for
explanatory differences d = -.22. Using the 80% criterion, for evaluative differences d = .36; for
explanatory differences d = -.17. Using the 90% criterion, for evaluative differences d = .36; for
explanatory differences d = -.01. The divergent result for explanatory differences in this case is likely
due to the greatly reduced sample size (N = 56) when the 90% cutoff is used. We further correlated
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the percentage of respondents rating an abstract as politically relevant with average rated evaluative
and explanatory differences for that abstract. These analyses revealed negligible correlations,
reval(304) = .04, 95% CI [-.07, .15], p = .47, rexpl(304) = .09, 95% CI [-.02, .20], p = .12. The results
reported throughout the remainder of the paper therefore use the originally planned 60% cutoff.
Relationship between evaluative and explanatory differences
To assess whether perceived evaluative and explanatory differences are correlated at the
abstract level, we calculated average ratings for explaining and evaluating liberals and conservatives.
This gave us four aggregate scores per abstract. Computing correlations between these aggregates
separately for ratings of liberals and conservatives revealed that abstracts seen as explaining
conservatives more were also seen as evaluating them significantly more negatively, r(304) = -.22,
95% CI [-.33, -.11], p < .001. In contrast, abstracts seen as explaining liberals more were seen as
evaluating them directionally, but nonsignificantly, more positively, r(304) = .08, 95% CI [-.03, .19],
p = .17.
Trends over time
Finally, we examined whether evaluative and explanatory differences in abstracts decrease
over time, increase, or stay the same, over the 10 year timespan of our sample. In order to answer
this question, we fit two linear mixed models (one for evaluative differences and one for exploratory
differences) in which we added the main effect of abstract publication year (mean-centered) and its
interaction with target ratings. This interaction is the key test of the hypothesis. Note that these
models also included random intercepts for rater and abstract. For evaluative differences, the
interaction between target ratings and publication year was significant, t(45,720) = -2.96, p = .003.
Decomposing this interaction showed that as year increased, abstracts were rated as evaluating both
conservatives and liberals more positively, but neither trend over time was significant, t(304) = 1.78,
p = .076 and t(304) = .66, p = .510, respectively. For explanatory differences, the interaction between
target ratings and publication year was significant, t(44,180) = 3.48, p < .001. Decomposing this
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interaction showed that as year increased, abstracts were rated as explaining conservatives less,
t(303) = -2.31, p = .021, with no change for explaining liberals, t(304) = -1.11, p = .267.
Role of rater ideology
We next tested for interactions between raters’ self-reported ideology on social issues and
perceptions of bias in the scientific abstracts (we pre-registered self-rated ideology on social issues as
our primary operationalization of ideology because we reasoned that these sorts of “culture war”
issues are where bias in research seems most likely). For both perceived evaluative and explanatory
differences, we found significant interactions between rater ideology and perceived differences,
evaluative differences t(45,720) = -17.98, p < .001; explanatory differences t(44,180) = 3.47, p <
.001. Contrary to predictions, however, these interactions were not driven by conservatives
perceiving greater bias. Rather, greater self-rated social conservatism was associated with seeing the
abstracts as describing conservatives more positively, t(1,218) = 9.972, p < .001, and liberals more
negatively t(1,196)= -2.31, p = .021. For explanatory differences, greater self-rated social
conservatism was associated with rating abstracts as less focused on explaining conservatives,
t(1,191) = -2.71, p = .007, but was not related to the extent to which abstracts were seen to explain
liberals, t(1,186)= -.71, p = .476. This unpredicted pattern may be the result of ideology-linked
characteristics being seen as more positive by those sharing that ideology (for example,
conservatives may see patriotism as positive and sexual permissiveness as negative, whereas the
opposite may be true for liberals). Exploratory follow-up analyses showed, however, that even when
restricting the analysis to socially conservative raters (i.e., self-reported ideology > 4), abstracts were
seen as evaluating liberals more positively, t(10,240) = 6.81, p < .001, and as explaining them less
than conservatives, t(9,850) = -10.50, p < .001.
We carried out three robustness checks by fitting models using alternative measures of
ideology: a) overall self-rated liberalism/conservatism; b) a composite of social
liberalism/conservatism, economic liberalism/conservatism, and overall liberalism/conservatism; c)
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political party identification (each model included only that ideology measure). Using each of these
alternative measures revealed very similar moderation by rater ideology. For evaluative differences,
we found a significant interaction between ideology and target dummy for overall ideology,
t(43,560) = -16.67, p < .001, the ideology composite, t(43,560) = -17.23, p < .001, and party
identification, t(36,680) = -14.50, p < .001. For explanatory differences, we found a significant
interaction between ideology and target dummy for overall ideology, t(42,220) = 4.50, p < .001, the
ideology composite, t(42,220) = 4.24, p < .001, and party identification, t(35,670) = 3.47, p < .001.
Further analyses directly compared the variance in ratings explained by differences between
abstracts to the variance explained by rater politics. We compare three nested models: Model A had
random intercepts for raters and abstracts, but no random slopes. Model B added random slopes for
the target dummy with respect to abstract (i.e., it allowed the size of the effect of target to vary
randomly across abstracts). Model C added fixed effects of rater political orientation and its
interaction with the target dummy. For evaluative differences, we found an R2 of .126 for Model A,
which increased to .212 when adding random slopes by abstract (Model B) and to .217 when adding
rater political orientation (Model C). Likewise, for explanatory differences the Model A R2 was .288,
which increased to .386 for Model B. The model C R2 increased by less than .001. Thus, overall a
substantial amount of variance in rater perceptions of evaluative and explanatory differences is
explained by variability between abstracts, such that modeling random slopes for abstracts increased
R2 by about 10 percentage points. In contrast, modeling rater political ideology increased model R2
by less than one percentage point. Comparing relatively, differences between abstracts explained 17
to 245 times the variance that rater politics did.
In sum, robust evaluative and explanatory differences emerged in the scientific abstracts that
were more attributable to the scientific reports than to the politics of the perceiver. In other words,
abstracts were consistently rated as evaluating conservatives more negatively than liberals, and also
as explaining conservatives more so than liberals, regardless of whether a political liberal or
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conservative did the rating. Contrary to predictions, conservatives were slightly less (rather than
more) likely to see scientific research reports as biased against their group and beliefs. Overall, rater
political orientation explained a tiny fraction of the variance in ratings, whereas the lion’s share of
the variability was explained by the abstracts themselves. Explanatory and evaluative differences
were positively but only modestly correlated, suggesting they represent related but distinct facets of
politics in science. Finally, some initial evidence emerged that conference abstracts in social
psychology have become progressively more politically neutral over time, perhaps due to recent
publicity and debates on the topic of politicized science. However, these trends over time were not
statistically robust, and future investigations should rely on a larger sample of abstracts extending
over a longer time period than the ten-year span of our sample.
Study 2
Studies 1a and 1b carefully culled politically relevant abstracts from the field of social
psychology and systematically assessed them for the tendencies to treat conservatives as the target of
explanation and cast conservatives in a negative light, relative to liberals. Adding to prior work
assessing demographic imbalances in political orientation across scientific fields (e.g., Duarte et al.,
2015; McClintock et al., 1965; Rothman & Lichter, 2008), surveying academics on their willingness
to discriminate in selection decisions against individuals whose political beliefs differ from theirs
(Inbar & Lammers, 2012), and critiquing specific research programs for alleged liberal bias (e.g.,
Jussim et al., 2016; Tetlock, 1994), these investigations provide the first empirical estimates of the
degree of political bias throughout a field of scientific inquiry. We examine political bias in the
research reports themselves, and do so systematically across many articles rather than focusing on
specific (and potentially non-representative) papers. As the controversy regarding the extent to which
political values influence scientific research is ongoing and divisive (e.g., see Duarte et al., 2015, and
the associated commentaries), it is of interest what researchers believe about political bias in science,
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whether or not these beliefs map on to the available empirical estimates, and whether learning about
new evidence can change opinions and help address this debate.
Study 2 therefore examined whether independent scientists provided with the design and
materials could predict the key outcomes of Study 1b (i.e., the effect sizes for evaluative and
explanatory differences in the abstracts), and whether this new evidence had any effect on their more
general beliefs about politics in scientific research. Recent forecasting surveys indicate that
academics can, when presented with the description of a research study, make surprisingly accurate
predictions about the direction, significance, and effect size of the finding (Camerer et al., 2016;
DellaVigna & Pope, in press, 2016; Dreber et al., 2015). However, these previous investigations did
not examine the role of scientists’ political values in their forecasts about politicized topics. Political
partisanship and strongly held prior beliefs may, or may not, distort scientists’ perceptions of and
predictions about politics in science. Finally, although it is possible that academics rationally update
their beliefs in light of new empirical evidence, they might alternatively employ motivated reasoning
(Ditto & Lopez, 1992; Kunda, 1990) and counterfactual thinking (Tetlock, 2005) to dismiss the
findings.
Methods
Participants
Using social media (Twitter and Facebook), we recruited participants for a survey examining
whether respondents could predict the direction and effect sizes for evaluative and explanatory
differences (Supplements 3 and 5). Three hundred and nine respondents began and 202 completed
the forecasting survey. We received informal feedback over email from two respondents who
discontinued the survey that they found the instructions and effect size estimation task unclear,
which together with the length of the survey may have contributed to the completion rate of 65%. In
addition, 4 respondents who completed all the items and 1 respondent who partially completed them
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elected to withdraw from the study when offered the opportunity at the end of the survey, resulting in
a final sample of 198 participants.
The final sample of forecasters was 40% female, with an average age of 35.90 (SD = 10.83).
Sixty-eight percent of the participants were native English speakers; among the non-native speakers,
participants had on average more than 25 years of experience with the English language. In terms of
ethnicity, 164 participants self-categorized as White/Caucasian, 8 as Asian, 6 as mixed ethnicities, 3
as Latino/Hispanic, 2 as Black, 2 as Middle Eastern, and 13 did not provide a response. One hundred
and nineteen were born in the United States and 70 in other countries (9 did not specify their place of
birth), and forecasters currently resided in 21 countries including the U.S., Canada, United Kingdom,
Germany, the Netherlands, and Sweden, among others.
The majority of the forecasters (185) came from academia and the social sciences (132 from
psychology or sociology departments; 26 from economics, management, organizational behavior,
and marketing departments; 7 from political science and public policy departments; 3 from education
departments; 2 from departments of medicine; 5 from other departments including anthropology,
communication, decision science, linguistics, and film and media studies; 8 did not specify any
academic department, 11 were not in academia, and 4 did not specify their job). In terms of job rank,
21 forecasters were full professors, 28 were associate professors, 31 were assistant professors, 28
were postdoctoral researchers, 10 were non tenure-track lecturers, 52 were graduate students, 3 were
masters students, 3 were lab managers, and 2 were research assistants.
Consistent with past surveys of the political values of academics (Inbar & Lammers, 2012),
140 self-categorized as liberal on social issues, 45 as moderate, and 11 as conservative. One hundred
self-categorized as liberal on economic issues, 69 as moderate, and 27 as conservative. With regard
to U.S. political party identification, 137 participants supported the Democratic party, 14 supported
the Republican party, 21 supported other parties (10 Libertarian, 5 Green Party, 3 Democratic
Socialist, 1 centrist, 1 working families party, 1 stated to be “farther left” than the democratic party),
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3 stated that their preferences depend on the candidates, 1 stated themselves to be an anarchist, and
the remaining 22 participants reported no preferred political party.
Materials and Design
In the first part of the forecasting survey, participants were told they would attempt to predict
the results of an empirical study assessing two potential political effects in scientific research
abstracts: evaluative differences (who is explained more negatively, conservatives or liberals?) and
explanatory differences (who is the focus of explanation more, regardless of valence, conservatives
or liberals?). They were informed of the data source (SPSP conference abstracts 2003-2013) and
selection criteria for political relevance, told about the study design and raters, and provided with the
full text of the items used for all ratings. They were further provided with a brief explanation of
effect size statistics and a link to further information online, together with definitions of explanatory
and evaluative differences. Forecasters were then asked “What do you predict will be the effect size
for evaluative [explanatory] differences?” and gave numeric free responses for their estimates.
In addition to their estimates of the objective effect sizes, forecasters were asked for their
subjective beliefs regarding differences in evaluation and explanation: “Do you think research in
social psychology evaluates conservatives and liberals differently (in terms of characterizing them
negatively or positively)?” (1 = yes, conservatives are evaluated much more negatively to 5 = yes,
liberals are evaluated much more negatively), and “Do you think research in social psychology seeks
to explain conservatism and liberalism to different degrees?” (1 = yes, conservatives are explained
much more to 5 = yes, liberals are explained much more).
They were also surveyed regarding their more general beliefs about the extent to which
politics shapes the conclusions drawn by scientists: “The personal political beliefs of social scientists
do not ultimately influence the conclusions of their research,” and “Methodological safeguards
prevent the personal beliefs of researchers from unduly biasing their research” (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree). These two items formed a reliable index of beliefs about political bias
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on the part of researchers, r(195) = .55, 95% CI [.45, .64], p < .001. Respondents were also asked
whether they thought the field in general is politicized: “In your opinion, is social psychology as a
field generally speaking politically neutral, generally biased against conservatives, or generally
biased against liberals?” (1 = strongly biased against liberals, 5 = strongly biased against
conservatives).
Finally, four items asked why evaluative and explanatory differences in the abstracts might
exist. To capture the sentiment that “reality has a liberal bias,” one of each pair of items attributed
evaluative/explanatory differences to bias on the part of scientists, and the second to objective
attributes of conservatives and liberals. Regarding evaluative differences, respondents were asked “If
evaluative differences in research on liberals and conservatives occur, this is because scientists'
political beliefs bias their research conclusions,” and “If evaluative differences in research on liberals
and conservatives occur, this is because conservatives and liberals objectively differ in positive and
negative characteristics” (reverse coded) (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). These two
items were only modestly correlated, r(194) = .29, 95% CI [.16, .41], p < .001, and based on our preanalysis plan were therefore analyzed separately. Regarding explanatory differences, participants
were asked, “If liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is
because scientists' political beliefs bias who they choose to focus on in their research,” and “If
liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is because conservatives
and liberals really do differ on characteristics that are objectively in need of explanation” (reverse
coded) (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). These items were weakly correlated, r(194) =
.18, 95% CI [.04, .31], p = .012, hence they were likewise analyzed separately.
After forecasters reported their effect size predictions and beliefs about politics in science, the
survey revealed the numeric effect sizes for explanatory and evaluative differences as captured in
Study 1b. Participants were then re-surveyed regarding all of the beliefs above (excluding their
numeric effect size predictions) and reported demographic characteristics including their academic
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discipline, job rank, and political orientation on both social and economic issues (choosing from the
three categories conservative, moderate, or liberal).
Results & Discussion
Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity power analysis was performed using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, &
Lang 2009). This indicated that given our sample of participants, for our key hypotheses tests
regarding participants’ forecasts the minimum effect size that could be detected with 80% power is
(in terms of Cohen’s d) between .21 (for the tests of predicted direction of the bias) and .27 (for the
tests of accuracy of forecasters in predicting the estimated effect sizes from Study 1b). This range is
conventionally acknowledged as small. Likewise, for changes in subjective beliefs in light of new
evidence, the minimum effect size that could be detected is .20. Overall, the forecasting survey was
adequately powered.
Forecasting accuracy
Forecasters accurately predicted the direction of both the evaluative differences (predicted
effect size of .45 that conservatives would be explained more negatively) and explanatory differences
(predicted effect size of -.41 that conservatives would be explained more), with both predicted effect
sizes significantly different from zero, t(175) = 18.512, p < .001, t(172) = -17.66, p < .001 (see Table
2). At the same time, they significantly overestimated both effect sizes (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Histograms of forecasted evaluative and explanatory differences

We performed a z-test on the average predicted directional effect sizes being different from
the estimated effect sizes from Study 1b, and we found that predicted effect size for evaluative
differences (.45) is significantly different from its estimated effect size (.33), z = 4.77, p < .001.
Similarly, we found that the predicted effect size for explanatory differences (-.41) is significantly
different from its estimated effect size (-.21), z = -8.37, p < .001. Approximately 62% of forecasters
overestimated evaluative differences, while only 38% underestimated them, with the parallel figures
for explanatory differences 76% and 24%, respectively.
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Table 2. Forecasts regarding evaluative and explanatory differences.
Forecasted Evaluative

Forecasted Explanatory

Differences

Differences

Mean

0.45

-0.41

Median

0.50

-0.40

SD

0.33

0.31

Min, Max

-0.80, 1.80

-1.40, 0.70

IQ range

0.24, 0.60

-0.50, -0.25

176

173

N

To ensure that our results with regard to the overestimation of bias were not driven by
extreme views on the part of forecasters who are not academics, we repeated our key analyses
selecting only forecasters currently working in academia. We again find that the predicted effect size
for evaluative differences (.46) is significantly larger than the obtained effect size (.33), z = 4.80, p <
.001. Similarly, we found that forecasters’ predicted effect size for explanatory differences
(-.42) is significantly larger than the obtained effect size (-.21), z = -8.56, p < .001.
To make sure that the forecasting results are not driven by outliers, we focused only on
predictions between the 5th and the 95th percentile of the distribution of forecasts. We again found
that predicted effect size for evaluative differences (.45) is significantly larger than the obtained
effect size, z = 6.71, p < .001. Similarly, we found that the predicted effect size for explanatory
differences (-.41) is significantly larger than its estimated effect size, z = -11.6, p < .001. The results
also hold true when restricting the range of the two distributions of forecasts to between the 10th and
the 90th percentiles.
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Individual characteristics and accuracy
Personal characteristics of forecasters, such as their gender, age, education level, whether
they were an academic or not, and their political ideology on social issues were not consistently
associated with the direction and extremity of predictions, nor with forecasting accuracy (Tables 3
and 4). Of particular interest, for evaluative differences, being socially liberal was associated with a
non-significant increase in prediction error of .037 with respect to the reference category “moderate,”
t(165) = .77, 95% CI [-.06, .13], p = .445; being conservative was likewise associated with a nonsignificant increase in prediction error of .158 with respect to the reference category “moderate,”
t(165) = 1.70, 95% CI [-.03, .34], p = .091. For explanatory differences, being liberal was associated
with a non-significant reduction in prediction error of .013, t(162) = -.27, 95% CI [-.11, .08], p =
.792; being conservative was associated with a non-significant increase in prediction error of .033,
t(162) = .35, 95% CI [-.15, .22], p = .726. These results were robust to alternative measures of
political orientation (Supplement 7).
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Table 3: Forecaster characteristics and direction of predictions

Dependent Variable: Predicted Differences
Evaluative Differences

Explanatory Differences

(1)

(2)

Age

0.001
(0.003)

0.002
(0.003)

Gender

-0.047
(0.052)

0.058
(0.049)

Academic

-0.105
(0.132)

0.080
(0.124)

Socially Liberal

-0.049
(0.065)

-0.087
(0.061)

Socially Conservative

-0.016
(0.126)

-0.173
(0.117)

Education Bachelors Degree

-0.136
(0.350)

0.199
(0.326)

Education Masters Degree

-0.095
(0.341)

0.202
(0.318)

Education Professional Degree

-0.164
(0.387)

0.070
(0.361)

Education Doctoral Degree

-0.096
(0.343)

0.193
(0.320)

Constant

0.574*
(0.337)

-0.612*
(0.315)

175

172

0.018

0.037

0.328 (df = 9; 165)

0.685 (df = 9; 162)

Observations
R2
F Statistic

Note. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses. Omitted categories: ‘moderate’ for
political ideology on social issues, ‘high school’ for education; no participants in the category “some college but no
degree.”
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Table 4: Forecaster characteristics and accuracy of predictions
Dependent Variable: Absolute Prediction Error
Evaluative Differences

Explanatory Differences

(1)

(2)

Age

-0.0004
(0.002)

-0.0001
(0.002)

Gender

-0.047
(0.038)

-0.057
(0.039)

Academic

0.022
(0.098)

0.047
(0.099)

Socially Liberal

0.037
(0.048)

-0.013
(0.048)

Socially Conservative

0.158*
(0.093)

0.033
(0.094)

Education Bachelors Degree

-0.067
(0.258)

0.019
(0.260)

Education Masters Degree

-0.027
(0.252)

-0.108
(0.253)

Education Professional Degree

-0.184
(0.286)

-0.018
(0.288)

Education Doctoral Degree

-0.023
(0.253)

-0.060
(0.255)

Constant

0.279
(0.249)

0.376
(0.251)

175

172

0.037

0.037

0.708 (df = 9; 165)

0.689 (df = 9; 162)

Observations
R2
F Statistic

Note. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses. Omitted categories: ‘moderate’ for
political ideology on social issues, ‘high school’ for education; no participants in the category “some college but no
degree”

Finally, training in the psychological sciences did not appear to confer any meaningful
advantage in terms of forecasting accuracy. Psychologists were no more accurate than non-
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psychologists at predicting the outcome of Study 1b: for evaluative differences, being a psychologist
was associated with a non-significant decrease in prediction error of .047, t(164) = -1.153, 95% CI
[-.13, .03], p = .251; for explanatory differences being a psychologist was associated with a nonsignificant decrease in prediction error of .043, t(161) = -1.03, 95% CI [-.13, .04], p = .305. See
Supplement 7 for the full regression tables and for more detailed breakdowns of predictions by
academic subdisciplines.
Belief updating
After exposure to the empirical results regarding evaluative and explanatory differences,
forecasters updated their initial beliefs about the degree to which politics affects science in the
direction suggested by the empirical findings (Table 5). They were less likely to believe that research
in social psychology evaluates conservatives and liberals differently (Ms = 1.66 and 1.86, SDs = .56
and .46), t(195) = -5.77, 95% CI [-.27, -.13], p < .001, and explains conservatism to a greater degree
than liberalism (Ms = 1.91 and 2.05, SDs = .80 and .60, respectively), t(195) = -2.63, 95% CI [-.24,
-.03], p = .009, more likely to believe that the personal beliefs of scientists do not influence their
conclusions (Ms = 2.29 and 2.42, SDs = .90 and .92, respectively), t(194) = -3.23, 95% CI [-.20,
-.05], p =.001, and less likely to see the field as biased against conservatives (Ms = 4.15 and 4.06,
SDs = .77 and .66, respectively), t(195) = 2.04, 95% CI [.003, .20], p = .043.
Although beliefs about the extent of political bias in science changed in line with the
empirical results, beliefs about the underlying causes of evaluative and explanatory differences did
not appear to shift meaningfully. After learning about the results, forecasters were more likely to
agree that evaluative differences are due to scientists’ political beliefs biasing their conclusions (Ms
= 3.07 and 3.27, SDs = 1.10 and 1.04), t(195) = -4.07, 95% CI [-.29, -.10], p < .001, and marginally
more likely to agree that such differences are due to objective diﬀerences between conservatives and
liberals (Ms = 3.14 and 3.22, SDs = 1.09 and 1.05), t(194) = -1.79, 95% CI [-.16, .01], p = .075. This
in an inconclusive pattern of results since these beliefs are to some extent in opposition (albeit not
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mutually exclusive), the first statement making attributions to politically biased perceptions and the
second to an objective underlying reality. At the same time, there was no significant updating of
beliefs regarding whether explanatory differences are due to scientists political beliefs (Ms = 3.95
and 3.90, SDs = .90 and .89), t(195)= 1.02, 95% CI [-.05, .15], p = .309, or objective differences
between conservatives and liberals (Ms = 3.29 and 3.36, SDs = 1.16 and 1.08), t(193) = 1.58, 95% CI
[-.02, .14], p =.115. This suggests reasonable limits to the extent to which beliefs changed in light of
the evidence. Scientists appear to have adjusted their beliefs about the degree of political bias in
science, which are logically linked to the obtained effect sizes for evaluative and explanatory
differences, but not about the underlying reasons for such biases, which the findings from Study 1b
do not speak to directly.
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Table 5. Initial beliefs and updated beliefs.
Original

Updated

Beliefs

Beliefs

Mean

Mean

Difference

(SD)

(SD)

(p-value)

1.66

1.86

0.20

(0.56)

(0.46)

(3x10-8)

1.91

2.05

0.14

(0.80)

(0.60)

(0.009)

2.29

2.42

0.13

(0.90)

(0.92)

(0.001)

4.15

4.06

-0.10

(0.77)

(0.66)

(0.043)

3.07

3.27

0.19

(1.10)

(1.04)

(6.8x10-5)

3.14

3.22

0.08

(1.09)

(1.05)

(0.075)

3.95

3.90

-0.05

(0.90)

(0.89)

(0.309)

Explanatory differences are due to objective

3.29

3.36

0.06

differences (from 1 “Disagree” to 5 “Agree”)

(1.16)

(1.08)

(0.115)

Who’s evaluated more negatively?
(from 1 “Conservatives” to 5 “Liberals”)
Who’s explained more?
(from 1 “Conservatives” to 5 “Liberals”)

Political beliefs do not bias scientific research
(from 1 “Disagree” to 5 “Agree”)

Is social psychology politicized? (from 1 “Biased
against Liberals” to 5 “Biased against Conservatives”)

Scientist’s political beliefs bias research conclusions
(from 1 “Disagree” to 5 “Agree”)

Cons. and Lib. objectively differ in characteristics
(from 1 “Disagree” to 5 “Agree”)

Political beliefs bias the focus of research
(from 1 “Disagree” to 5 “Agree”)

N

196

196

195

196

196

195

196

194

Note. All the beliefs were expressed on a scale ranging from 1 to 5. Differences are computed
subtracting original beliefs from updated beliefs. P-values in parentheses refer to the paired t-test of
equal means (null hypothesis: difference = 0).
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In sum, independent scientists presented with the study’s methods and materials were able to
accurately predict both the direction and general magnitude of the explanatory and evaluative
differences captured in Study 1b. At the same time, they significantly overestimated both effect
sizes, especially for explanatory differences. Notably, although predicted effect sizes were
significantly larger than the obtained ones, the difference was not particularly dramatic. Further,
although forecasters were asked to predict effect sizes on a continuous numeric scale, they may have
thought about the decision in categorical terms such as “small-medium-large” using heuristic
benchmarks that do not necessarily map onto the magnitude of even reliable social-psychological
effects (Richard, Bond, & Stokes-Zoota, 2003). Regarding this concern, it is worth pointing out that
neither educational attainment nor job rank moderated forecasting accuracy. It remains possible
however that, despite the anonymous format of the survey, forecasters erred on the side of
overestimating the degree of bias in order to avoid seeming to underestimate the problem of
politically biased science. Future research should examine scientists’ forecasts under conditions
designed to further minimize social desirability concerns (John, Loewenstein, & Prelec, 2012).
Contrary to our expectation that political orientation would moderate expectations about research
outcomes, politically liberal and conservative academics did not differ in the accuracy of their
forecasts. Finally, regardless of their own political orientation, scientists updated relevant beliefs
about politics in science in light of the new evidence.
General Discussion
The present investigation provides the first systematic empirical evidence that political values
can affect the end products of the scientific process— the research reports themselves. In scientific
abstracts from social psychology, conservatives and conservative ideas are described significantly
more negatively than liberals and liberal ideas. At the same time, conservatives are more likely to be
treated as a target of explanation than are liberals. In a forecasting survey, scientists accurately
anticipated the direction and general magnitude of both effects, but significantly overestimated both,
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predicting that evaluative and explanatory differences in the research reports would be somewhat
greater than they actually were. A comparison of their stated beliefs both before and after knowing
the results of the empirical investigation indicates that scientists revised their views regarding the
extent to which politics shapes science in light of the evidence.
Although moderate in size statistically by conventional standards (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky,
2009), it is important not to understate the implications of the evaluative and explanatory differences
in the scientific research reports. The obtained effect sizes are comparable to those typically found in
research on psychology (Richard et al., 2003). In terms of the consequential validity of our findings
(Messick, 1995; Rosenthal, 1990), it is useful to place them in the context of effect sizes associated
with discrimination against women and underrepresented racial minorities, which can have societally
important effects even when modest in size statistically (Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015),
especially when bias accumulates across many decisions over time (Martell, Lane, & Emrich, 1996).
The same point applies to biases against conservatives and conservative ideas within academia (Inbar
& Lammers, 2012). Therefore, the present research suggests that collectively and individually,
scientists should be aware of and seek to consciously correct for the tendency to focus on
conservatives as a target of explanation and explain them in negative terms. An analogy can again be
drawn to the literature on intergroup prejudice, which identifies awareness and motivation as the
keys to breaking the link between psychological biases and discriminatory actions (Devine,
Monteith, Zuwerink, & Elliot, 1991; Monteith, Lybarger, & Woodcock, 2009). At the same time, in
considering the practical significance of the findings, researchers should keep in mind that these are
overall estimates which may not generalize across all research contexts and topics.
Notably, several other predictions regarding politics and science failed to find evidentiary
support. Our hypothesis that politically conservative raters would perceive a liberal bias in scientific
abstracts not seen by liberal raters, was not born out by the data. Similarly, the political values of
scientists failed to moderate their forecasts about the politics of research abstracts. Finally, in a
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supplementary study tracking publication outcomes, we found no evidence that conference abstracts
that evaluated conservatives negatively relative to liberals, and treated conservatives as more in need
of explanation than liberals, were any more likely to eventually appear in prestigious academic
journals (Supplement 6).
Limitations and future directions
The present results represent initial empirical evidence of a political overtone to scientific
research reports in social psychology, but are also open to interpretation. As noted earlier, evaluative
differences in scientific reports could reflect liberal bias, or conservatism being objectively
correlated with characteristics widely regarded as undesirable, such as racism and close-mindedness
(the “reality has a liberal bias” hypothesis). Explanatory differences, too, might have more benign
instigators than viewing conservatives as abnormal and in need of explanation.
Although we provide tests of one potential dimension of political bias— how liberals and
conservatives are portrayed in research— this is merely one among many aspects of politicized
research (Brandt & Proulx, 2015; Brandt & Spälti, 2018; Jussim et al., 2016). Future meta-scientific
investigations should code research topics at a more granular level to examine what is studied and
how research questions are framed, characterizations of competition and incentives, and conclusions
about intergroup bias, human rationality, and other topics.
Diverse methodological approaches should be employed to capture the various ways in which
political values might intrude into scientific research. For instance, semantic analyses of large
databases of scientific articles could be used to assess the valence of the words that appear near to
“conservative” and “liberal” (Holtzman, Schott, Jones, Balota, & Yarkoni, 2011). Databases of
academic citations (Uzzi, Mukherjee, Stringer, & Jones, 2013) could be leveraged to examine
whether politically unpopular ideas and scholars who espouse them are excluded from the
intellectual network over time.
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Given anecdotal cases of refuted science that continues to be cited (Collins, 2014; Jussim,
2015) and evidence that laypeople set different evidentiary thresholds for desired and undesired
conclusions (Ditto & Lopez, 1992), future work should systematically examine citation rates over
time for published studies whose findings are politically favorable to liberal or conservative
ideology, and which are subsequently refuted or not. Disproven research whose conclusions favor
liberal policies may enjoy a higher citation rate than invalidated work supporting conservative
policies. The political implications of the finding may also affect willingness to accept the null
hypothesis (Greenwald, 1975). In other words, null effects, typically difficult to publish and poorly
cited, may be welcomed by the academic community when highly congenial to liberal sensibilities.
For instance, an article showing a lack of gender differences on a specific dimension may be more
cited (and less easily refuted) than an article reporting a lack of gender discrimination in a particular
context.
Data analytic choices represent a potential entry point for the influence of political values on
research. As there are typically multiple defensible ways to analyze the same dataset (Bakker, van
Dijk, & Wicherts, 2012; Gelman & Loken, 2014; Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011), scientists
may (perhaps unconsciously) choose an approach that leads to a politically appealing conclusion. If
so, there should be a greater degree of publication bias, as reflected in a p-curve or p-uniform
analysis (Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014; van Aert, Wicherts, & van Assen, 2016), evident in
quantitative articles reporting conclusions favorable to liberalism. Research on politicized topics may
also be more likely to use covariates to achieve significance (Lenz & Sahn, 2017), and scientists’
political orientation may moderate their effect size estimates on politicized topics when many
analysts use the same dataset to test the same hypothesis (Silberzahn et al., in press).
Our forecasting survey had some significant limitations that should be factored into the
design of future studies. The use of social media to recruit participants online for a survey on
“politics in science” may have oversampled individuals who perceive academic research as
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politically biased. Future forecasting surveys should employ representative sampling to more
accurately gauge scientific opinion both before and after key empirical investigations are conducted.
Completion rates were also lower than hoped, with 65% of individuals who started the forecasting
survey finishing it and 35% discontinuing. This could have been due to the challenging nature of the
effect size estimation task, lack of clarity in the instructions, and/or the unexpected length of the
survey. In addition, the belief updating observed could have been partly due to experimental demand,
although the anonymous reporting conditions would arguably mitigate this problem to some extent.
That some beliefs about politics in science (i.e., beliefs about the extent of bias) shifted in light of the
evidence while others (i.e., beliefs about the underlying causes of bias) did not suggests that the
belief updating that did occur was genuine. However, future work is needed to determine the degree
to which belief change among scientists in light of new empirical evidence is genuine and durable.
Future forecasting studies should also examine scientists’ beliefs about the numerous potential
aspects of politicized science described above.
Conclusion
The extent to which investigations of politically charged topics are affected by the generally
liberal values of the scientists who carry out the research has been a topic of considerable debate
inside and outside academia for some time. The present research informs this discussion by
providing the first empirical evidence of systematic effects of political values on research reports in a
scientific field. At the same time, a great deal of further meta-scientific work is needed to uncover
when politics does (and does not) play a role in the scientific process, and what might potentially be
done about it.
Scientific debates often prove intractable, even in the face of accumulating empirical
evidence (Kahneman & Klein, 2009; Kuhn, 1962; Mellers, Hertwig, & Kahneman, 2001). We hope
that our forecasting survey serves not only as a means of addressing the longstanding public debate
over alleged liberal bias in academic research, but also as a model for future scientific exchanges
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more generally (Tetlock et al., 2014). A similar approach might be profitably applied to other
prominent controversies, such as the extent to which measures of implicit associations predict
relevant outcomes (Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015; Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji,
2009; Oswald, Mitchell, Blanton, Jaccard, & Tetlock, 2015), whether unconsciously activated
concepts exert a robust and reliable influence over human behavior (Bargh, 2012; Harris, Coburn,
Rohrer, & Pashler, 2013), and other present and future questions that capture the attention of
scientists.
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https://osf.io/zhf98/, https://osf.io/vtyg4/, and https://osf.io/jh47m/.
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Supplement 1: Materials for raters who assessed the political relevance of abstracts
Introduction
Welcome! In this study, we are interested in your impressions of social scientific research
You will see twenty abstracts (short descriptions) of social scientific research, one per page. You will
be asked to rate whether you think the research described concerns politics, that is, whether the
research is about how political liberals and conservatives think, about differences between political
liberals and conservatives, about differences in opinion on a political issue about which liberals and
conservatives typically have different opinions, or about support for liberal or conservative political
parties or candidates.
Presentation of paper abstracts:
[Title of research and text of abstract]
Is the research about how political liberals and conservatives think, about differences between
political liberals and conservatives, about differences in opinion on a political issue about which
liberals and conservatives typically have different opinions, or about voting or other political
behavior?
o
o

Yes
No
Demographic Questions

When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as liberal, moderate, conservative, or
something else?
o
very liberal
o
liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate/middle-of-the-road
o
slightly conservative
o
conservative
o
very conservative
o
don't know/not political
o
libertarian
o
other
On social issues, I am:
o
very liberal
o
moderately liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate
o
slightly conservative
o
moderately conservative
o
very conservative

Politics in Science
On economic issues, I am:
o
very liberal
o
moderately liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate
o
slightly conservative
o
moderately conservative
o
very conservative
What political party do you support?
o
strongly support Democrats
o
moderately support Democrats
o
slightly support Democrats
o
slightly support Republicans
o
moderately support Republicans
o
strongly support Republicans
o
I have no party preference
o
I support another political party
I am:
o
Male
o
Female
What year were you born in? ______
What country were you born in? ______
Are you a native English Speaker?
o
Yes
o
No
What is your ethnicity? Please select only one:
o
White
o
Asian
o
Latino
o
Black
o
Native American
o
Other
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
o
No formal education
o
Completed primary/elementary school
o
Completed secondary/high school
o
Some university/college
o
Completed university/college
o
Completed advanced degree
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What was your approximate household income (in US dollars) in 2014? ______
Did you read the abstracts carefully? Please be honest. You will be compensated for your time either
way.
o
Yes
o
No

Politics in Science
Supplement 2: Materials for raters who assessed evaluative and explanatory differences
Introduction
Welcome! In this study, we are interested in your impressions of social scientific research.
You will see twenty abstracts (short descriptions) of social scientific research, one per page. Please
read each abstract carefully and answer the questions immediately below it.
Please click below to start the study!
Presentation of paper abstracts:
[Title of research and text of abstract]
To what extent does this research attempt to explain political liberalism or liberal ideas?
o
1 - not at all
o
2
o
3
o
4
o
5
o
6
o
7 - a great deal
To what extent does this research attempt to explain political conservatism or conservative ideas?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1 - not at all
2
3
4
5
6
7 - a great deal

How does this research characterize political liberals or liberal ideas?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1 - extremely negatively
2
3
4
5
6
7 - extremely positively
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How does this research characterize political conservatives or conservative ideas?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1 - extremely negatively
2
3
4
5
6
7 - extremely positively

*Note that the study used a 2 (explanatory differences ratings vs. evaluative differences ratings) x 2
(order of items: political conservatism ratings first or political liberalism ratings first) betweensubjects design. All abstracts were rated for both evaluative and explanatory differences, thus raters
rather than abstracts were randomly assigned to these conditions.
Demographic Questions
When it comes to politics, do you usually think of yourself as liberal, moderate, conservative, or
something else?
o
very liberal
o
liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate/middle-of-the-road
o
slightly conservative
o
conservative
o
very conservative
o
don't know/not political
o
libertarian
o
other
On social issues, I am:
o
very liberal
o
moderately liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate
o
slightly conservative
o
moderately conservative
o
very conservative
On economic issues, I am:
o
very liberal
o
moderately liberal
o
slightly liberal
o
moderate
o
slightly conservative
o
moderately conservative
o
very conservative
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What political party do you support?
o
strongly support Democrats
o
moderately support Democrats
o
slightly support Democrats
o
slightly support Republicans
o
moderately support Republicans
o
strongly support Republicans
o
I have no party preference
o
I support another political party
I am:
o
Male
o
Female
What year were you born in? ______
What country were you born in? ______
Are you a native English Speaker?
o
Yes
o
No
What is your ethnicity? Please select only one:
o
White
o
Asian
o
Latino
o
Black
o
Native American
o
Other
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
o
No formal education
o
Completed primary/elementary school
o
Completed secondary/high school
o
Some university/college
o
Completed university/college
o
Completed advanced degree
What was your approximate household income (in US dollars) in 2014? ______
Did you read the abstracts carefully? Please be honest. You will be compensated for your time either
way.
o
Yes
o
No
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Supplement 3: Forecasting survey materials
Politics in Science - Prediction Survey
Introduction
Forecasting Survey: Politics and Science Project
In this survey you will attempt to predict the results of a study assessing two potential political
effects in scientific research abstracts: evaluative differences (who is explained more negatively,
conservatives or liberals?) and explanatory differences (who is the focus of explanation more,
regardless of valence, conservatives or liberals?).
For the project, we first collected 846 talk and poster abstracts by searching Society of Personality
and Social Psychology (SPSP) conference programs (2003-2013) for abstracts containing politicsrelevant keywords (liberal, conservative, democrat, republican, politics, political, conservatism,
liberalism). Abstracts are brief 100-500 word descriptions of the results of research projects. We
asked a large group of participants recruited on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk website (total number of
raters = 934) to classify each abstract as relevant to politics or not. Each participant was asked to rate
20 randomly-selected abstracts. Because abstracts were randomly selected for each rater, the number
of raters for each abstract could vary. The average abstract was rated by 23.07 raters (standard
deviation = 3.02 raters; range = 16-54 raters).
Here is the political relevance item from the first MTurk survey:
“Is the research about how political liberals and conservatives think, about differences between
political liberals and conservatives, about differences in opinion on a political issue about which
liberals and conservatives typically have different opinions, or about voting or other political
behavior? (Yes/No)”.
Abstracts classified as politics-relevant by more than 60% of raters were retained for this study,
yielding 306 abstracts for the primary study.
In the primary study, each of the final set of politically relevant abstracts were separately assessed
for evaluative differences (who is explained more negatively, conservatives or liberals) and
explanatory differences (who is explained more, conservatives or liberals) by an independent group
of Mechanical Turk workers (planned sample size = 2560).
The present forecasting survey is designed to examine whether you and others can predict the results
of this primary study. We will then tell you the results of the empirical study and ask you again about
your beliefs regarding politics in science.
Here are the explanatory differences items. The order in which the items appear were
counterbalanced between-subjects, which means that half of participants were asked about liberalism
first and half were asked about conservatism first:
“To what extent does this research attempt to explain political liberalism or liberal ideas? (1= not at
all, 7= a great deal)”
“To what extent does this research attempt to explain political conservatism or conservative ideas?
(1= not at all, 7= a great deal)”
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Here are the evaluative differences items. The order in which the items appear were counterbalanced
between-subjects, such that half of participants were asked about liberalism first and half were asked
about conservatism first:
“How does this research characterize political liberals or liberal ideas? (1= extremely negatively, 4
= neutral, 7= extremely positively)”
“How does this research characterize political conservatives or conservative ideas? (1 = extremely
negatively, 4= neutral, 7= extremely positively)”
As seen above, we have collected separate ratings with regard to liberalism and conservatism for
each abstract. Item order (liberalism item first or conservatism item first) and rating type
(explanatory vs. evaluative) are the two experimentally manipulated between-subjects variables.
In this forecasting survey, we are asking you to try to predict the results that were obtained in the
primary data collection assessing evaluative differences and explanatory differences.
The statistical analyses we used to test for political effects in the scientific abstracts are described at
greater length here:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OJejo3xScBZwqG3UQZT2tiFdhuKh9HzpROnlazEzK5o/edit?
usp=sharing
We will ask you to make specific predictions and also report your general beliefs about politics in
science. For both explanatory differences and evaluative differences, we will ask you about the
expected effect size in terms of Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009).
For more on Cohen’s d please see this link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Effect_size#Cohen.27s_d
Quoting Wikipedia on effect sizes: “an effect size is a quantitative measure of the strength of a
phenomenon. Examples of effect sizes are the correlation between two variables, the regression
coefficient in a regression, the mean difference, or even the risk with which something happens, such
as how many people survive after a heart attack for every one person that does not survive. For each
type of effect-size, a larger absolute value always indicates a stronger effect.”
In the social sciences, a Cohen’s d of 0.20 is considered to be a small effect, 0.50 is considered to be
a medium effect, and 0.80 is considered to be a large effect.

Forecasting Questions
Explanatory differences: Are differences between liberals and conservatives explained more in terms
of one group than the other?
What do you predict will be the effect size for the explanatory difference? Here we ask about the
effect size in terms of Cohen’s d. In the social sciences, a Cohen’s d of 0.20 is considered to be a
small effect, 0.50 is considered to be a medium effect, and 0.80 is considered to be a large effect.
[Free response].
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Please specify the direction of the effect. Who do you expect to be explained directionally more in
social psychology research, conservatives or liberals? In other words, on which side of the neutral
point of zero will the effect size fall? (Please select one)
o Conservatives explained directionally more often
o Liberals explained directionally more often
Evaluative differences: Are differences between liberals and conservatives discussed in terms of the
negative characteristics of liberals or of conservatives?
What do you predict will be the effect size for evaluative differences? Here we ask about the effect
size in terms of Cohen’s d. In the social sciences, a Cohen’s d of 0.20 is considered to be a small
effect, 0.50 is considered to be a medium effect, and 0.80 is considered to be a large effect. [Free
response].
Please specify the direction of the effect. Who you expect to be explained directionally more
negatively in social psychology research, conservatives or liberals? In other words, on which side of
the neutral point of zero will the effect size fall? (Please select one)
o Conservatives explained directionally more negatively
o Liberals explained directionally more negatively
General Beliefs 1
Do you think research in social psychology evaluates conservatives and liberals differently (in terms
of characterizing them negatively or positively)?
o Yes, conservatives are evaluated much more negatively
o Yes, conservatives are evaluated somewhat more negatively
o No, conservatives and liberals are evaluated the same
o Yes, liberals are evaluated somewhat more negatively
o Yes, liberals are evaluated much more negatively
Do you think research in social psychology seeks to explain conservatism and liberalism to different
degrees?
o Yes, conservatives are explained much more
o Yes, conservatives are explained somewhat more
o No, conservatives and liberals are explained to similar degrees
o Yes, liberals are explained somewhat more
o Yes, liberals are explained much more
The personal political beliefs of social scientists do not ultimately influence the conclusions of their
research.
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
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Methodological safeguards prevent the personal beliefs of researchers from unduly biasing their
research.
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
In your opinion, is social psychology as a field generally speaking politically neutral, generally
biased against conservatives, or generally biased against liberals?
o 1 - Strongly biased against liberals
o 2
o 3 - Politically Neutral
o 4
o 5 - Strongly biased against conservatives
(Optional) If you wish to do so, please elaborate on your opinion above in your own words. [Free
response].
If evaluative differences in research on liberals and conservatives occur, this is because scientists'
political beliefs bias their research conclusions
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
If evaluative differences in research on liberals and conservatives occur, this is because conservatives
and liberals objectively differ in positive and negative characteristics
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
If liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is because scientists'
political beliefs bias who they choose to focus on in their research
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
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If liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is because
conservatives and liberals really do differ on characteristics that are objectively in need of
explanation
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
(Optional) If you wish to do so, please elaborate on your opinions above in your own words. [Free
response].
Effects Sizes and Directions
Results of the Empirical Study - Now you will be presented with the effect sizes and the direction of
the effects for both evaluative difference and explanatory difference in scientific abstracts, as
estimated in the primary study. You will then complete some of the measures of your beliefs about
politics in science again.
Thank you for making your predictions about the results of the primary study.
In the primary study, each of the politically relevant abstracts was separately assessed for evaluative
differences (who is explained more negatively, conservatives or liberals) and explanatory differences
(who is explained more, conservatives or liberals) by an independent group of Mechanical Turk
workers (final sample size = 2560). Previously you were asked to predict the results of the primary
study without knowing the results, now we will provide you with the results.
Effect sizes are expressed in terms of Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988; Sawilowsky, 2009). In the social
sciences, a Cohen’s d of 0.20 is considered to be a small effect, 0.50 is considered to be a medium
effect, and 0.80 is considered to be a large effect.
Please find below the estimates from the primary study:
EVALUATIVE DIFFERENCE
Effect size: 0.33
Direction of effect: liberals evaluated more favorably
EXPLANATORY DIFFERENCE
Effect size: -0.21
Direction of effect: Conservatives explained more often
In the next part of the survey, we will ask you again about your beliefs regarding politics in science.
In light of the effect sizes and directions expressed above, please answer the following questions.
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General Beliefs 2
Do you think research in social psychology evaluates conservatives and liberals differently (in terms
of characterizing them negatively or positively)?
o Yes, conservatives are evaluated much more negatively
o Yes, conservatives are evaluated somewhat more negatively
o No, conservatives and liberals are evaluated the same
o Yes, liberals are evaluated somewhat more negatively
o Yes, liberals are evaluated much more negatively
Do you think research in social psychology seeks to explain conservatism and liberalism to different
degrees?
o Yes, conservatives are explained much more
o Yes, conservatives are explained somewhat more
o No, conservatives and liberals are explained to similar degrees
o Yes, liberals are explained somewhat more
o Yes, liberals are explained much more
The personal political beliefs of social scientists do not ultimately influence the conclusions of their
research.
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
Methodological safeguards prevent the personal beliefs of researchers from unduly biasing their
research.
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
In your opinion, is social psychology as a field generally speaking politically neutral, generally
biased against conservatives, or generally biased against liberals?
o 1 - Strongly biased against liberals
o 2
o 3 - Politically Neutral
o 4
o 5 - Strongly biased against conservatives
(Optional) If you wish to do so, please elaborate on your opinion above in your own words. [Free
response].
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If evaluative differences in research on liberals and conservatives occur, this is because scientists'
political beliefs bias their research conclusions
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
If evaluative differences in research on liberals and conservatives occur, this is because conservatives
and liberals objectively differ in positive and negative characteristics
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
If liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is because scientists'
political beliefs bias who they choose to focus on in their research
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
If liberals and conservatives are explained to different degrees in research, this is because
conservatives and liberals really do differ on characteristics that are objectively in need of
explanation
o 1 - Strongly Disagree
o 2
o 3
o 4
o 5 - Strongly Agree
(Optional) If you wish to do so, please elaborate on your opinions above in your own words. [Free
response].
Demographic Questions
Please fill out these demographic measures.
What is your age? [Free response].
What is your gender?
o Male
o Female
What is your ethnicity? [Free response].
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When it comes to social issues, what is your political orientation? ‘Liberal’ is intended to include the
Left, progressives, and in some countries socialists. ‘Conservative’ is intended to include the Right,
traditionalists, and in some countries Christian Democrats.
o Liberal
o Moderate
o Conservative
When it comes to economic issues, what is your political orientation? ‘Liberal’ is intended to include
the Left, progressives, and in some countries socialists. ‘Conservative’ is intended to include the
Right, traditionalists, and in some countries Christian Democrats.
o Liberal
o Moderate
o Conservative
What is your political party preference with regard to U.S. politics?
o Support Democrats
o Support Republicans
o Support other political party (please indicate)
What country were you born in?
What country do you currently reside in?
How many years of experience with English do you have?
What is the highest level of education you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
o Less than high school degree
o High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED)
o Some college but no degree
o Associate degree in college (2-year)
o Bachelor's degree in college (4-year)
o Master's degree
o Professional degree (JD, MD)
o Doctoral degree
Are you currently in academia?
o Yes
o No
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If you are an academic, what is your job rank? (please select one)
o Undergraduate research assistant
o Research assistant
o Lab manager
o Masters student
o Doctoral student
o Postdoctoral researcher
o Non tenure-track Lecturer
o Tenure-track Assistant Professor
o Untenured Associate Professor
o Tenured Associate Professor
o Tenured Full Professor
o Dean
o Other (please indicate) [Free response].
If you are an academic, what department are you in at your institution (e.g., social psychology,
political science, organizational behavior, statistics)? [Free response].
Please specify whether you want to withdraw from the study. Recall that you will be anonymous to
the researchers, and that when the data in this study will become “open data”, we will NOT include
your name or any demographic questions, except for political orientation and whether you are an
academic or not, in the public data uploaded.
o Yes, you may use my anonymized data in this research
o No, please do NOT use my data in this research
Please do not share or distribute the effect sizes and the directions of evaluative and explanatory
differences revealed earlier on. Disclosing any kind of information expressed in this survey might
negatively affect the quality of the final results.
o I agree
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Supplement 4: Deviations from pre-registered analysis plan
Effect size estimates from Study 1b
Our pre-registration specified Cohen’s f2 as the effect size metric for explanatory and evaluative
differences. We later discovered a formula allowing us to report the effect sizes from these models as
the more familiar Cohen’s d. In the interest of clarity and comprehensibility we report Cohen’s d
instead of f2.
Check that evaluative and explanatory differences are robust to rater political ideology (Study 1b)
As reported in the main body of the paper, politically ideology moderated ratings for evaluative and
explanatory differences in an unexpected direction, such that conservatives were less (rather than
more) likely to see scientific abstracts as characterizing conservatives negatively and explaining
them more. However, as reported in the results section of the main text, in an exploratory analysis
focusing on politically conservative raters only, scores suggested that the abstracts evaluated liberals
more positively and focused more on explaining conservatives. In other words, the findings of
evaluative and explanatory differences in the abstracts were robust to rater ideology (liberal,
moderate, or conservative).
Parsing the variance in ratings that is explained by the abstract vs. rater ideology (Study 1b)
To address this question, we originally pre-registered that we would compare the variance explained
(R2) of the following set of models (in this case, for evaluative differences):
Model A: eval ~ target + (1|rater)
Model B: eval ~ target + (1|rater) + (1|abstract)
Model C: eval ~ target + poli.social + target*poli.social + (1|rater) + (1|abstract)
This, however, is not a correct approach. The question of interest is how much of the apparent
difference between how abstracts characterize liberalism and conservatism is due to variability
between abstracts and how much is due to the ideology of raters. For this question, we need to
examine how much the effect of the target dummy varies by abstract – that is, we need to model
random slopes of target for abstracts. We thus compare these three models (again for evaluative
differences in this case):
Model A (no random slopes): eval ~ target.f + (1|id) + (1|abstract)
Model B (random slopes for abstract): eval ~ target.f + (1|id) + (1 + target.f | abstract) #
Model C (adding rater political orientation): eval ~ target.f + poli.social + target*poli.social + (1 +
target.f | abstract) + (1|id)
Alternative cutoffs for political relevance (Study 1b)
As described in the main text, we pre-specified a 60% cutoff in terms of relevance ratings in order to
include a large number of abstracts in our sample and thereby maximize statistical power. As
robustness checks we carried out exploratory analyses using the alternative cutoffs of 70%, 80%, and
90%. These revealed the same overall pattern of results, except for the 90% cutoff which resulted in
only a small sample of abstracts (N = 56). In another exploratory supplementary analyses, we
correlated political relevance ratings with evaluative and explanatory differences, finding no
relationship.
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Robustness checks for the forecasting survey that were not pre-registered
Although not specified in the pre-analysis plan, we performed some additional robustness checks to
verify the reliability of the conclusion about forecasters overestimating the effect sizes of evaluative
and explanatory differences. In these additional robustness checks we restricted the sample to
participants in academia, to psychologists only, and to predictions between the 5th and the 95th
percentile of the forecast distributions. In each case, the conclusions that forecasters overestimate the
effect sizes of evaluative and explanatory differences are confirmed, suggesting that results are not
driven by participants outside academia, by non-psychologists, or by outliers.
Alternative analytic approach for predicting publication trajectories
As reported in Supplement 6, we pre-registered an analysis using continuous scores on explanatory
and evaluative differences to predict publication status of each conference abstract (published or not)
and the impact factor of the journal. We also carried out an exploratory analysis with a categorical
division of abstracts into pro-liberal and pro-conservative, finding essentially the same pattern of null
results as when continuous scored were used.
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Supplement 5: Social media advertisements for forecasting survey
Twitter advertisement
Distributed by colleagues in the authors’ professional networks with substantial Twitter followings,
this simply read "Can you predict the politics of academic research? Take the survey" and provided a
link to the forecasting survey.
Facebook advertisement
These postings on the PsychMap and the Psychological Methods Discussion groups asked “Can you
accurately predict the politics of academic research?" and then elaborated at greater length on the
study purpose and provided the same survey link. The full text is provided below.
Can you accurately predict the politics of academic research?
My colleagues and I are working a project empirically assessing the role of politics in research in
social psychology. We have used over 2000 independent raters of diverse political orientations to
assess the extent to which over 300 social psychology abstracts examining politically relevant topics
1) evaluate conservatives and liberals differently and 2) focus on conservatives and liberals as the
target of explanation to a different degree.
We have further created a forecasting survey to see if scientists and laypersons are able to predict the
results of the empirical study, in other words whether observers are able to accurately anticipate the
political bent of social psychology research. We would greatly appreciate it if you could take the
forecasting survey, here is the link: [link to online survey]
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Supplement 6: Tracking publication trajectories
Previous work finds that academic reviewers evaluate findings that conflict with their own
political orientation more negatively (Abramowitz et al., 1975). We therefore examined whether
evaluative and explanatory differences in conference abstracts predict their likelihood of eventually
appearing in a peer-reviewed publication, as well as the journal impact factor of the outlet. We
hypothesized that conference abstracts that focus on conservatives as an object of explanation and
evaluate them in a negative light are more likely to be published and to appear in prestigious journals
than abstracts that are more politically neutral or favorable to conservatism. This would be consistent
with important gatekeepers (reviewers and journal editors) filtering what appears in the published
literature based on its political overtones.
Descriptive statistics for the full set of abstracts are provided in the main text. To further
track publication outcomes, we contacted the authors of the 306 conference abstracts that were rated
for evaluative and explanatory differences by email and asked them to indicate if their study was
eventually published and if so, in which journal. We received 137 responses indicating that 64
abstracts were published and 73 were not. We checked the website of each journal in which at least
one of the conference abstracts eventually appeared to obtain the 1-year impact factor, managing to
find this information for 56 journals out of 64. For three journals information on 1-year impact factor
was not available, so we used the 5-year impact factor instead; dropping abstracts published in these
three journals from the sample left the results reported below unchanged. Four abstracts were
published in journals with no information on impact factor while one abstract was published as a
chapter of a book. The 59 journals with available data on impact factor had an average impact factor
of M = 2.66 (SD = 1.59), with a range of .25 to 9.36.
For each abstract, we computed perceived evaluative and explanatory differences by
subtracting average ratings of how the abstract evaluated or explained liberals from average ratings
of how it evaluated or explained conservatives. Thirty-nine (29%) of the abstracts were rated as
describing conservatives more positively than liberals; 97 (71%) were rated as describing liberals
more positively than conservatives (one abstract was rated as describing liberals and conservatives
equally positively). Seventy-nine (58%) of the abstracts were rated as focused more on explaining
conservatives; 57 (42%) were rated as focused more on explaining liberals (one abstract was rated as
explaining both equally).
In separate OLS models, we regressed evaluative and explanatory differences on whether the
research described was eventually published in an academic journal (coded as 1 = published; 0 = not
published). Each model also included dummy variables for the year the abstract appeared. Contrary
to our predictions, there was no significant effect of evaluative or explanatory differences on whether
the conference abstracts were eventually published, evaluative β = .03, t(125) =.55, p =.585;
explanatory β =.02, t(125) =.50, p = .620. A sensitivity power analysis indicated that the minimum
effect size that could be reliably detected was f2 = .13, a value conventionally recognized as small to
medium (Cohen, 1988), suggesting the study was adequately powered.
We also examined whether evaluative or explanatory differences in a conference abstract
predicted eventual publication in a more prestigious journal. We regressed the impact factor of the
journal in which the research was published on evaluative and explanatory differences scores, coding
unpublished abstracts as 0. To account for these zero (i.e., censored) values we fit Tobit models
(using the R “censReg” package; Henningsen, 2017). As in the previous analyses, models included
dummies for the year the abstract appeared. We found no relationship between scores for evaluative
and explanatory differences and whether the research was eventually published in a more prestigious
(higher impact factor) journal, evaluative β = -.01, t(124) = -.03, p =.980; explanatory β = .31, t(124)
= 1.14, p = .254.
As a robustness check we also carried out an alternative model specification in which we
only included published abstracts in OLS regressions. Abstract year is coded with dummy variables.
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Regressing journal impact factor (IF) on evaluative differences shows no effect of evaluative
differences on IF, β = -.29, t(47) = -.70, p = .489. Regressing IF on explanatory differences likewise
shows no effect of explanatory differences on IF, β = .34, t(47) = 1.72, p = .092. These results are
consistent with the Tobit models, again finding no significant relationships between evaluative or
explanatory differences and journal impact factor.
Finally, we repeated the analyses coding evaluative and explanatory differences categorically
(for evaluative differences: 0 = liberals evaluated more favorably, 1 = conservatives evaluated more
favorably; for explanatory differences; 0 = liberals explained more, 1 = conservatives explained
more). Note that the analysis of explanatory differences omitted abstracts rated as explaining liberals
and conservatives equally. These analyses again uncovered no effect of either type of bias on
publication likelihood, evaluative differences β = -.06, t(124) = -.67, p = .513, explanatory
differences β = .09, t(124) = .92, p = .358; nor on outlet impact factor, evaluative differences β =
-.94, t(124) = -1.30, p = .193, explanatory differences β = .90, t(124) = 1.37, p = .172.
In conclusion, we did not find any evidence that gatekeepers such as editors and reviewers
prefer to publish work that treats conservatives as in need of explanation or casts them in a negative
light. This is inconsistent with past findings of reviewer political bias (Abramowitz et al., 1975).
Notably, however, this past work used an experimental design, whereas our investigation was
observational in nature. We cannot rule out the possibility that submission rates or article quality
differ between abstracts high vs. low in evaluative and explanatory differences in a manner that
might explain the null relationships with publication likelihood and journal prestige. Future research
should investigate via a randomized experiment (Peters & Ceci, 1980, 1982; Mahoney, 1977)
whether important gatekeepers such as reviewers and editors continue to favor research consistent
with their political values.
The present investigation focused on publication outcomes, rather than submission attempts,
since the former are objectively verifiable for our sample, while the latter are not. A
methodologically stronger observational study might involve a partnership with an academic journal
or granting agency willing to provide access to objective submission and acceptance rates, allowing
for rigorous tests of whether submitted research is any more likely to be accepted for publication
and/or provided funding based on its political overtones.
Regardless of whether they employ an experimental or observational approach, future studies
should rely on larger samples and if possible take into account reviewer and editor political
orientation, which might be retrievable from social media or more straightforwardly via a self-report
survey. Future work should also more rigorously test the possibility that pro-conservative study
conclusions are more detrimental to a research project’s publication and funding chances than proliberal conclusions are helpful.
Appendix for Supplement 6: Survey for authors regarding whether their work was published:
Email:
Dear [Name of author],
My colleagues and I are working on a meta-science study tracking which conference abstracts
eventually get published. We would greatly appreciate your help answering a few questions about
your project. This should take you no more than a minute.
You were an author on the following conference abstract(s):
[Title of research and text of abstract]
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Please help us by replying to a few short questions about your project. The survey takes less than 1
minute and involves indicating whether the work was published and if so where.
[Link to survey]
Survey:
Dear [Name of author],
We are conducting a meta-science study tracking which conference abstracts get published. We
would greatly appreciate your help answering a few questions about your project. This should take
you no more than a minute.
You were an author on the following conference abstract(s). Please help us by replying to these short
questions.
[Title of research and text of abstract]
Was this research eventually published in a peer reviewed academic journal? Yes/No
If yes, in what peer reviewed academic journal was this study published? [Free response]
If the study was published, please paste the reference for the published version here [Free response]
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Supplement 7: More detailed analyses and robustness checks for the forecasting survey
Robustness checks - Economic conservatism and party affiliation as correlates of forecasts about
evaluative and explanatory differences
As a robustness check for the (null) effects of political ideology about social issues on predictions
about the politics of scientific abstracts, we repeated the same analyses using economic conservatism
and party affiliation (Republican, Democrat) instead. As seen in Table S7-1, these alternative
measures of political orientation likewise failed to correlate with forecasts about evaluative and
explanatory differences.
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Table S7-1: Economic conservatism / party affiliation and direction of predictions
Dependent Variable: Predicted Differences
Political ideology: Economic issues

Party affiliation

Evaluative
Differences

Explanatory
Differences

Evaluative
Differences

Explanatory
Differences

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Age

0.002
(0.003)

0.001
(0.003)

0.001
(0.003)

0.002
(0.003)

Gender

-0.062
(0.053)

0.051
(0.050)

-0.046
(0.052)

0.058
(0.049)

Academic

-0.068
(0.133)

0.113
(0.125)

-0.088
(0.132)

0.103
(0.125)

Economic Liberal

0.070
(0.056)

-0.081
(0.052)

Economic Conservative

0.015
(0.089)

-0.113
(0.085)

Democrat

0.014
(0.063)

0.016
(0.060)

Republican

0.129
(0.127)

0.118
(0.119)

Education Bachelors

-0.193
(0.345)

0.164
(0.323)

-0.185
(0.348)

0.121
(0.328)

Education Masters

-0.174
(0.339)

0.190
(0.317)

-0.159
(0.340)

0.094
(0.320)

Education Professional Degree

-0.227
(0.386)

0.081
(0.361)

-0.212
(0.389)

-0.006
(0.366)

Education Doctoral

-0.180
(0.339)

0.179
(0.317)

-0.152
(0.341)

0.103
(0.321)

Constant

0.560*
(0.336)

-0.607*
(0.315)

0.572*
(0.337)

-0.615*
(0.317)

175

172

175

172

0.024

0.037

0.020

0.024

0.445 (df = 9; 165)

0.691 (df = 9; 162)

0.380 (df = 9; 165)

0.448 (df = 9; 162)

Observations
R2
F Statistic

Note. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis. Omitted categories: ‘moderate’ for
political ideology on economic issues – models (1) and (2) – ‘other parties’ for party affiliation – models (3) and (4),
‘high school’ for education; no participants in the category “some college but no degree”
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Robustness checks - Economic conservatism and party affiliation as predictors of forecasting
accuracy
As a robustness check for the (null) effects of political ideology about social issues on forecasting
accuracy, we repeated the same analyses using political ideology about economic issues and political
party affiliation (Republican, Democrat). As seen in Table S7-2, these alternative assessments of
political orientation also did not meaningfully moderate predictive accuracy. The partial exception is
for political ideology on economic issues, where both economic conservatism and liberalism were
marginally associated with reduced forecasting accuracy, relative to moderate values on economic
issues (increase in prediction error of .073 with p = .079 for economic liberals relative to economic
moderates, increase in prediction error of .127 with p = .059 for economic conservatives relative to
economic moderates). These results provide little to no evidence that liberal vs. conservative values
are associated with more accurate predictions about the politics of scientific abstracts.
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Table S7-2: Economic conservatism / party affiliation and accuracy of predictions
Dependent Variable: Absolute Prediction Error
Political ideology: Economic issues

Party affiliation

Evaluative
Differences

Explanatory
Differences

Evaluative
Differences

Explanatory
Differences

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Age

-0.0003
(0.002)

0.001
(0.002)

-0.001
(0.002)

-0.0001
(0.002)

Gender

-0.050
(0.039)

-0.056
(0.039)

-0.043
(0.039)

-0.057
(0.039)

Academic

0.019
(0.099)

0.037
(0.098)

0.017
(0.098)

0.058
(0.099)

Economic Liberal

0.041
(0.042)

0.073*
(0.041)

Economic Conservative

0.042
(0.066)

0.127*
(0.067)

Democrat

0.012
(0.047)

0.022
(0.048)

Republican

0.111
(0.094)

0.092
(0.094)

Education Bachelors

-0.053
(0.257)

-0.022
(0.254)

-0.047
(0.259)

-0.006
(0.259)

Education Masters

-0.012
(0.252)

-0.181
(0.249)

-0.003
(0.253)

-0.139
(0.253)

Education Professional Degree

-0.189
(0.287)

-0.101
(0.284)

-0.171
(0.289)

-0.048
(0.289)

Education Doctoral

-0.018
(0.253)

-0.129
(0.249)

0.00004
(0.253)

-0.088
(0.254)

Constant

0.275
(0.250)

0.361
(0.247)

0.285
(0.250)

0.376
(0.250)

175

172

175

172

0.027

0.064

0.029

0.041

0.500 (df = 9; 165)

1.238 (df = 9; 162)

0.540 (df = 9; 165)

0.765 (df = 9; 162)

Observations
R2
F Statistic

Note. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis. Omitted categories: ‘moderate’ for
political ideology on economic issues – models (1) and (2) – ‘other parties’ for party affiliation – models (3) and (4),
‘high school’ for education; no participants in the category “some college but no degree”
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More detailed breakdowns of forecasts by subdiscipline
Table S7-3 below exhibits the effect size predictions of the full sample of forecasters, as well as
notable subgroups such as psychologists, non-psychologists, and sociologists. As seen in the table,
disciplinary background was not associated with predictions about evaluative and explanatory
differences in the scientific abstracts.
Table S7-3: Comparison of effect size forecasts of psychologists and non-psychologists

Full sample

Psychologists

Sociologists

All nonpsychologists

Forecasted Evaluative

Forecasted Explanatory

Differences

Differences

0.45

-0.41

(N = 176; SD = 0.36)

(N = 173; SD = 0.31)

0.47

-0.42

(N = 66; SD = 0.28)

(N = 64; SD = 0.27)

0.48

-0.45

(N = 57; SD = 0.41)

(N = 57; SD = 0.32)

0.45

-0.40

(N = 110; SD = 0.35)

(N = 109; SD = 0.33)
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Table S7-4 below replicates the regressions showed in Table 4 in the main text, adding the indicator
variable identifying psychologists to the set of independent regressors. Being a psychologist is not
significantly associated with more accurate predictions for either evaluative or explanatory
differences.
Table S7-4: Forecaster characteristics, including being a psychologist, and accuracy of predictions
Dependent Variable: Absolute Prediction Error
Evaluative Differences

Explanatory Differences

(1)

(2)

Psychologist

-0.047
(0.041)

-0.043
(0.042)

Age

0.0002
(0.002)

0.0004
(0.002)

Gender

-0.048
(0.038)

-0.058
(0.039)

Academic

0.004
(0.099)

0.030
(0.100)

Socially Liberal

0.044
(0.048)

-0.007
(0.049)

Socially Conservative

0.159*
(0.093)

0.033
(0.094)

Education Bachelors Degree

-0.096
(0.259)

-0.007
(0.261)

Education Masters Degree

-0.071
(0.255)

-0.147
(0.256)

Education Professional Degree

-0.226
(0.288)

-0.056
(0.290)

Education Doctoral Degree

-0.065
(0.255)

-0.097
(0.257)

Constant

0.314
(0.251)

0.407
(0.253)

175

172

0.045

0.043

0.771 (df = 10; 164)

0.726 (df = 10; 161)

Observations
R2
F Statistic

Note. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.01. Standard errors in parenthesis. Omitted categories: ‘moderate’ for
political ideology on social issues, ‘high school’ for education; no participants in the category “some college but no
degree”

